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A. Ft rat Vornlonn . • .

In the foregoing discuaoLon it has been tacitly asuuincd that the

perturbed region, R , is large enough so that a) even without a great deal of

biasing there is a substantial probability that an average source-neutron will

enter it, and that b) once having entered, the neutron is likely to make

several collisions in R_ during it's lifetime. Unfortunately neither

assumption is valid for the typical configurations one encounters in small-

sample-worth experiments. 1' In such experiments one measures the reactivity

change which is induced when a very small void in a critical assembly is

filled with a sample of some test-material. Only a minute fraction of the

fission-source neutrons ever gets into the sample and, of those neutrons that

do, most emerge uncollided. Monte Carlo small-3ample perturbations

computations were first described, apparently, in Ref. 2 and here we review,

and briefly discuss, the work reported there.

First of all, as noted above (and also in Ref. 3) it seems to be

unfeasible to calculate an eigenvalue perturbation by propagating perturbed

weights from one generation to another. Experience shows that fluctuations in

the propagated weights soon grow to such a level as to obliterate all useful

information. Since it isn't possible to iterate the perturbation one must

make use,., in one way or another, of an adjoint function. In Ref. 2 the

authors propose the following procedure. • , . . •
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Calculate, by Monte Carlo perturbation methods, the change in fission

source, ASj.^', produced by the perturbation in one generation:

1) AS f
( 1 ) » Sf

(t)(pcrt^irbcu) - S f Q. . • . .

Here SJ.Q is the converged, unperturbed, fiaaion source; S^'1' (perturbed) i.3

the source generated, at the end of the first generation, in the perturbed

geometry, by neutrons sampled from S ^ at the str.rt of this first generation.

Now by.definition

2) H QS f 0 « K 0S f 0, •

where HQ is the unperturbed operator which takes the fission source from one

generation to the next. Similarly,' if H is the corresponding perturbed

adjoint operator, then

« *. «
3) H S f - kSf

From the adjointa of Eqs. (2) and (3) one obtains the corresponding fission
#

sources, Sj. and Sf

Multiplying Equ. (2) by S_, (3) by S f Q then.substracting and integrating over

C, one finds that

"' • s ' ••• . • •

4) <sJ(H-H0)Sf0> - ( k -

or, to first order in A <,
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5) <Sro(H-l'O)Sfo>

In the notation of Equ. (1)

o; K KQ * <sfo Abf " ^ f o i>fo
> .

Thus, given the first generation perturbation, AS^ , one can, via Equ. (6)

estimate the converged eigenvalue perturbation. . • •

To calculate the perturbation, ASf' , one may, for example, track

neutrons drawn from the unperturbed source, S^Q .(r_), into and through RD. It

is of course, not very difficult to sample neutrons from this source.

Starting sites can simply be drawn from a bank, previously filled in the

. course of a conventional, unperturbed, Monte Carlo eigenvalue calculation. On

the other hand the computation of the adjoint source is not completely

trivial. To evaluate the integrals in Equ. (6) we need S ™ either at

specified points (e.g. the collision points at which AS^ 1' is calculated) or

along specified lines (if AS^ ' is computed by track length estimation).

While it is possible to calculate the adjoint source at points, this cannot be

done without substantial cost. In Ref. 1 running time estimates* are based on

assumption that SfQ is to be computed deterministically, and that the

:resultlng bias will be acceptable. ' • •

.In any.case the perturbation calculation is still quite difficult since,

in analogue simulations, the number of neutrons that enter R will be

extremely small, and thia number iniint bo groaoly amplified by ono nicnnn or

tin Ref. 1 and 2 comments on running-times refer to ti«e3 on the IBM 3033. It
would be very difficult to estimatejrunning-times on more advanced computers,
since such running times would depend on the degree of veetorization
attainable.. .s .



nnothor. In Hof. ?. thin Ivm honn tlonn by two al tornnfcl vn toohnl qnon. Tn M m

first variant starting noturona arc drawn, nasutfucstod above, from S r o,

' tracked through the whole reactor configuration, nnd driven towards the sample

by roulette and splitting. Nested splitting surraco3 are drawn around R ,

• spaced about two means-free-paths apart and, at each surface, neutrons are

split by factors of two or three. The authors note, in Ref. 2, that it would

probably be useful to combine splitting with some sort of stratified and

biased source-sampling so as to start neutrons preferentially near the sample,

but report no results with such a combination of techniques. They do point

but, however, that there seems to be no real basis for the use of any standard

adjoint fission source as a source-biasing function.

In the perturbed region neutrons are followed by standard Monte Carlo

perturbutlon methods * '. Random walks are generated an If the sample wore

present, but at one half it'3 true density. Each particle carries two

-weights, adjusted so that the weighted collision-rates will represent the true

collision-rates in the sample-in and sample-out geometries. Special measures

are taken to extract information as effectively as possible from particles

that_d£ manage to get to R_. First of, all, if a neutron has never collided in

the sample before, then, on entering the sample, it is split into two

fragments. One passes through the sample uncolllded, while the second is

forced to collide before emerging. In contrast, particles which have already

•collided in the sample at one time or another do not undergo forced

collisions. It has been found that, if all neutrons entering R are split,

too much-•'time will be npont unprbductively.following fragments o£ very low

weight. Secondly a neutron, once it has passed through the sample i3, from

that time on, exempted from roulette. This turns out to be a most important

strategem, one which substantially improves computational efficiency..
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Tho t'jfjhrnl'jno i\iv\orllif»l aboy.1 can ho applied In hciiclun.'irk fiompui.ai.loriM

whom only a part of the cot'o i:i represented. Such benchmark computations

could then bo uaod In tonUiiK t-ho validity of approximate dol.onnlnlnU c

methodM by whLoh Mrmll-uamplo pcrt.urbationn aro normally an.ilyzorl. Uutr ovon

If only a uinall part of tho 'ooro t..-3 reproacnted, no that the volume Tract ion

of the sample is only about .005, the Monte Carlo methods ju.st diucuatiod l:i

still quite expenalve. . It Is pocalble, of courije, to think of all sorto of

changes that might improve it's efficiency. One such change, i.e. the use of

source-biasing, has already been mentioned. . But more drastic changes might

also be useful. Thus, for example, at each collison-point "close enough" to

RD oile might create a scattered particle which would move toward the sample

and'be forced to enter it. So far, apparently, no such device has been tried.

Of course the perturbation calculation can be made much more efficient if

the benchmark problem is further simplified. Suppose for example, that we

take the sample der3ity to be very small. Then we can asnume that the flux

entering R is the same in the sample-in and aample-out configurations.. Such

assumptions are made in the second method of Ref. 2, where the incoming flux,

\J»- assumed to be known on A_, the surface of R_. The flux may be taken, for

•example, from a diffusion calculation in which the detailed lattice structure

is homogenized. To some extent the effect of the sample on the incoming flux

can be incorporated- in the calculation by the following device. Suppose a

neutron, having left R , attempts to reenter. This'neutron will, in general,

consist of two fragments,'one which has "seen" the unperturbed configuration,

whllo the o!;hor hno "noon" tho pijrturbod configuration. Dut the "unperturhed"

incoming fragment has already been sampled as part of the incoming unperturbed

flux. It must, therefore, now be killed. The other fragment is a sample drawn

from the Incoming flux perturbution,jand should be allowed to proceed.
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Ua note that;, ninoo tho nnmpln la .*io nmall, a neutron In unlikely to panr

"'through It many times. Further, tho magnitude of £»ny 'single perturbation

weight in' hounded. It .'HWIII.'I vory plnu.nlblo, their, th;it fchu v.iri.irioo In l.ho

accumulated perturbation weights will not bo infinite arid that nothing-nnn bo
• * » - . • • ' .

gained by the uae of delta-neat tor ing inal.de R,..

Recent Modification • •

The techniques described In Sect. A both have the disadvantage that ,

either because they are still not Past enough, or because they involve

unrealistic asaumptiona, they cannot be uood directly to analyze

experiments. To eliminate these deficiencies fundamental changes have been

introduced in these techniques by R. Schaefer and K. Smith, at ANL in Idaho.

The Sehaefer-Smitli method is based on the reactivity expression

#+

*0> A ""'>' *0

" k *

X J A dA/J vn+ (*+- •o>°-" d« dE

Bo

Here Afc is a surface enclosing a region, Rt, including both'R and part of its

environment, while Ru is that part of the reactor outside Rfc. 4»0 *., i(/
+ and

)o are outgoing angular fluxes on At, n is the outward unit normal and BQ is

the fission production operator. Two approximations have been made in going

from an exact expression '̂ '' to Equ. (7). First,. ̂ was replaced by i|/Q in the

denominator. Second, the incoming flux on A^ was assumed to be unperturbed by

the sample: In fact this second assumption is also made in sampling incoming

neutrons entering through A^. The location of At must be chosen just far

enough from RD so that these approxitnations will be acceptable. For small
• . • . ' • . ij

fissile samples of the sorts actually used in experiments, Afc can be taken to
\ ' . . - • • •

be abQut. 5cm from the sample. . .
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It aeoina unnecessary to do.jcrlbu, hero, cxaot dotailu of tho iJinlth-

Schncfor Monte Carlo technique, but the main I flea I.-) .-iJmple enough. Noutrono

are tracked from'each birth-point on A^, throuch the sample-In and sample-out

confiyurationa, with as much correlation as possible. Coiiiaiony are forced

in the sample if the neutron entering it has sufficient weight to make the

forcing coat-effeotive. For fissile samples it is important to obtain fission

information from the collision. Accordingly, one of the fragments always

emerging from the forced collisions is a fission daughter fragment.

Regardless of sample type, this method requires, unlike the method of Section

A, that all generations of fission neutrons born in Rt be tracked. Every

neutron is tracked till it is absorbed or exits from Afc, at which point it is

killed, and tallies, of ty * and ty0* are scored.

Each neutron born on Afc carries two weights throughout its history.

These represent, as is usual in perturbation calculations, the weights of two

twin neutrons, one having "seen" the sample-in configuration, one the sample-

out configuration. One of these weights may, of course, be zero. Thus, if

the neutron in question is a product of a reaction in the sample, its sample-

out weight will vanish. ' .

. In the original Schaefer-Smith method 4<~ was taken to be isotropic,

constant within multigroup3, and spatially flat over predefined regions, A ^ ,

of Af, as i,n Sect. A. This method ha3 been modified,' however, so as to

incorporate, into \jT", information contained in the outgoing Monte Carlo flux

on At< Starting neutrons'are now drawn from At a3 follows.
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1. Tho £iyr!i';i(jo_ entering onrfihl. In <;noh nnorj.;y woiip, .ami over tuich A, . , In-

still taken from a reference diffusion calculation.

2. Noiitrori.'j In l;hr> flrsit bai.ch drawn from fp~ arc at! 11, in oaoh :Rrou|> .-mil,

each At|, distributed uniformly both in space and energy.

3. As the computation progresses ft, E and c^ arc stored for each.emerging

neutron on A^. As exit-site information accumulates, more and more

entering neutrons are started from k^, by transformation of exit sites

into entrance sites using an appropriate relationship (e.g. periodicity)

but the not woight of entering neutronn in each inultigroup, and over cioh

Aj.j, remains fixed, ThU3 i|T" la "modulated" by superimposing, on

homogenized multigroup flux-shapes, the energy, angular and spatial

distributions of the exiting flux.

The main advantage of the Schaefer-Smith method is, of course, its

speed. It 4s orders of magnitude faster than even the oeoond method of

Section A, largely because the Monte Carlo calculation need encompass only

the very small volume of 'the region Rt. The methods of Section A require

inclusion of the entire reactor in the Monte Carlo calculation. Equation

7 provides a means of coupling' the flux emerging from L to a

deterministic model of the whole reactor. In cases where the

heterogeneity of the sample's environment is important, the mechanism of

.modulating the homogenized reactor model's source with exit-site

information keeps R^ to a minimum, further enhancing efficiency.

The main disadvantage of the Schaefer-Smith method i3n't easy to

evaluate. To use the methods of Sect. A the only adjoint which is needed

is the adjoint fission-3ource, a function only of position, and one which

has, in general, only a fairly weak intracell structure. To use the

Schaefer-Smith method one must approximate, Instead, the adjoint flux,
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. whioh -dopondrj on one r^y , nrifilrj nml p f w i t l o n , arid uhnao r.Xruclurn may hn

q u i t e complex. Of t o n ' a ron:ibn.il>lc .'uljoLnt P inn lon .source may bo .ni tppliod-

by ;i 31). (Mrru.'ilon c a l c u l a t i o n In ;i : i lmplo, homoi'.onl /.<:cl, g loba l roaot.ot'

con r iyu r ' a t l o i i . On I.ho OUIOI* liiitui Lo calut i l JII.O >.h>; .uljoliil, 1'lux Q U O IM

• . ' ' • * -

usually required to approximate the intracell flux shape via ID

heterogencoun transport calculations, aupcrlmpoainjj tlio local flux-whapon,

later, onto global 3D fluxes. . - .

In a number of realistic test problems fissile small-sample worths

have been computed with atafcistfcal uncertainties of roughly one percent

in an hour's running time. Such efficiency would suffice for the routine

analysis of selected small-sample-worth experiments. It is also not yet

clear* however, whether the deterministic adjoint fluxes are accurate

enough to give small-sample-worths accurate to \%. Little information is

avilable yet as to running times for strongly scattering samples (of iron,

for example), samples which have always been most difficult to treat.

Thus it seems premature to say that very accurate and efficient Monte

Carlo calculations of small-sample worths are finally within our

capabilities. Still, substantial progress towards this goal has been

made, and prospects for success appear good. '
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